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Present :  Sri M.K. Kalita, 
Sessions Judge, 
Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

 
Sessions Case No. 223 of 2010. 

 
 

09-03-2015. Accused Sukram Kishan is produced from judicial 

custody. His statement under Section 313 Cr.P.C was recorded on the 

last date i.e. 04-03-2015.  

   I have perused the materials on record. Heard learned 

Public Prosecutor Sri H.P. Sedai as well as learned State Defence 

Counsel Sri N.K. Misra. 

   In this case, the accused Sukram Kishan was charged 

with committing murder of Sukura @ Newra Orang in between 3 p.m. 

of 08-02-2010 and evening of 09-02-2010 near a culvert of Tarajuli 

Tea Estate, Section No. 28 under Rangapara Police Station.  

   The prosecution side examined total 6 (six) witnesses 

namely, Dr. Ranjan Kr. Mahanta as PW 1, Sri Lakhiram Kissan as PW 

2, Smti Prema Orang as PW 3, Sri Mali Mirdha as PW 4, Sri Binod 

Kissan as PW 5 and Sri Atul Saikia as PW 6. 

   PW 1, the Doctor who conducted the post-mortem 

examination, has found several cut injuries over the body of the 

deceased Newra Orang. He has also opined that the death of the 

deceased was due to haemorrhage and shock, as a result of multiple 

cut injuries. Though the  testimony of P.W.-1 indicated homicidal 

nature of death of Sukura @ Newra Orang,however, there is nothing 

in his evidence which implicates the accused Sukram Kishan with the 

crime. 

   PW 2, PW 3, PW 4 and PW 5, all have deposed that they 

came to know regarding death of Sukura Orang @ Newra Orang, 

however, there is not a single whisper against involvement of the 

present accused in the crime.  
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   PW 6, who is the Investigating Officer of this case, has 

only deposed that accused was handed over to the police by the 

public of Tarajuli Tea Estate. However, he has also not leaded any 

evidence implicating the accused Sukram Kishan in this case.  

   I have also gone through the case diary wherein, during 

the stage of investigation, the witnesses who gave their statement 

before the I.O. only suspected the involvement of Sukram Kishan in 

this case. However, there is nothing, apart from suspicion, to 

implicate Sukram Kishan in this case.  

   Learned Public Prosecutor as well as learned State 

Defence Counsel has very fairly submitted that there is nothing in this 

case which can implicate Sukram Kishan for committing murder of 

Newra Orang.  

   In view of the above facts, I am of the considered 

opinion that this is a case where I can hold that there is no evidence 

that the accused Sukram Kishan has committed the offence with 

which, he is charged with and this is a fit case where this Court can 

record an order of acquittal u/s 232 Cr.P.C which I hereby do. 

    Accused Sukram Kishan is acquitted of charge U/s 302 

IPC. 

         Let a copy of this order be forwarded to the District 

Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur u/s 365 Cr.P.C.      

   Let Sukram Kishan be released forthwith.    

             

    

         (M.K. Kalita) 
Sessions Judge, 

         Sonitpur, Tezpur. 


